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RESULTS

CLINICAL RELEVANCE

100% of respondents (97% response rate) agreed that US was an innovative tool that allowed them to
observe musculoskeletal statically and during dynamic movement (Figs 1- 4). At least 94% agreed that
US stimulated their interest, enhanced their assessment skills of all structures imaged and the US units
were easy to us. Free text comments were extremely supportive of US with many sharing how US
improved their understanding of clinical anatomy during dynamic tasks (Fig 2 - 4). Furthermore, students
requested further integration of US throughout the curriculum with most interested in an elective
course.

A benefit of US is the lack of associated contraindications to its
use and cost savings compared to MRI. While healthcare
policies can restrict physical therapists from ordering MSK
imaging there seems to be none for POCUS. In fact, the
American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM)
welcomes PT members with many presenting educational
opportunities. However, the main barrier to increasing POCUS
use in PT appears to be lack of training.

PURPOSE
Ultrasound imaging is not new to the physical therapy (PT)
profession as it is used by some clinically and in research. The
availability of portable ultrasound (US) has led to its increased use
in musculoskeletal (MSK) practice at point of care (POCUS).
Medical schools embrace its use in their curricula, however little
hands-on exposure is included in entry level PT programs. The
aims of this study were to assess student perception regarding the
introduction of a hands-on US lab into an existing imaging course,
whether there was perceived value and if exposure would prompt
their interest in an elective course.
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METHODS
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assess their experience. A 5-point Likert scale graded responses
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Figure 3. Deep abdominal muscles
ST – Subcutaneous tissue; EO –External abdominal oblique;
IO - Internal abdominal oblique; TA - Transversus Abdominis

Figure 2. Glenohumeral ER/IR
GT – Greater tubercle; LT – Lesser tubercle
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Figure 4. Bladder and pelvic floor:
Students observed the effects of: A - pelvic floor contractions; B – laughing, and C - coughing on the pelvic floor and bladder base.

CONCLUSION

Figure 1. Lumbar L5
MF – Multifidi;
SP – Spinous process
TP – Transverse process

Students embraced their introduction to POCUS, were actively engaged in the classroom and would like to
integrate it into clinical practice. Additionally, POCUS is a powerful supplement to didactic and lab
experiences for PT students by providing them a visible tool to observe structures statically and
dynamically thus bringing anatomy to life. In vivo effects of manual therapy techniques such as joint
mobilizations can also be observed in real time with US. Additionally, students can see how other factors
such as posture, adipose and painful activities can affect muscle and joint function. These effects may not
be appreciated by observation, palpation or static imaging modalities.
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